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Evaluation of an Achievable Rate Region
for the Broadcast Channel
BRUCE E. HAJEK AND M ICHAEL B. PURSLEY, SENIORMEMBER,IEEE

Ahwc-The
problem of transmission of separate messages to each of
two receivers over a general binary-input broadcast channel is investigated.
A new approach to a class of information-t
problems is developed
and applied to obtain boonds on the cardinalitiea of aoxiliary random
variables. These bounds permit the calculation of two different regions of
achievable rate pairs which are derived from the Cover-van der Meulen
region 5% of achievable rate triples. Numerical evaluation of these regions
of rate pairs for two examples demonstrates that the region ‘3, can be
enlarged. Tbis enlargement is accomplii
by making % internally
consistent, as tbe true capacity region most be. The results display
complex interactions between common and separate ioformation in broadcast problems.

I.

INTRODUCTION

EARLY four years ago T. M . Cover and E. C. van
der Meulen independently established an achievable
rate region ‘% for the general discrete memoryless broadcast channel (see [3] and [12]). The general broadcast
situation, which van der Meulen [12], [13] refers to as
situation (K, III), involves the transmission of separate
messagesat rates R, andR, to each of two receivers and
transmission of a common message at rate R, to both
receivers. The general broadcast channel problem is to
find a computable characterization of the capacity region
9 *, which is the set of all rate triples (R,, R,, R,) such that
the messagescan be transmitted reliably over the broadcast channel.
There were two key problems left open by Cover and
van der Meulen. Eirst, they did not show that 3 is the
true capacity region (i.e., no converse was given). Second,
they did not demonstrate that ‘% . is computable; that is,
they did not establish bounds on the cardinalities of
certain auxiliary random variables.
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Even before the papers of Cover and van der Meulen
appeared, both of these problems had already been solved
by Gallager [5] for an important special case known as the
degradedbroadcast channel (see also the work of Wyner
[ 143 and Ahlswede and Korner [ 11). However, both the
determination of a* and the question of the computability of % remain unsolved for the general case.
The present paper makes a contribution to both of
these problems. We are primarily interested in the broadcast situation in which there is no common message.In
this situation, termed situation (K,I) by van der Meulen
[ 121, [ 131, two separate message components are to be
transmitted, and each component is of interest to only one
receiver. This is an important problem in its own right,
and we feel that its solution will be a major step toward
the solution of the general broadcast problem. A rate pair
(R,, R,) is defined to be achievable for this situation if
(R,, R,, 0) is an achievable rate triple.
The most obvious region of rate pairs to consider is the
set ?i$, of all (R,,R,) such that (R,, R,,O)E%. This is the
region presented by van der Meulen [12, eq. (30)] for
situation (K, I). One contribution of the present paper is to
show that $, (and hence 9) can be enlarged by employing a more general method of extracting an achievable set
of rate pairs from the C_over-van der Meulen region. A
larger region is the set ?& of all rate pairs of the form
(R,+S,,R,+S,),
where S,>O (i=1,2) and (R,,R*,S,+
.S,)E $1; While it is clear from the definition that the
region ‘%c is achievable,’ it is not clear that there is a
broadcast channel for which ?& is strictly larger than “&.
That this is indeed the case will follow from our results on
the computation of $&,. The main result of this paper is
the proof that for_ binary-input broadcast channels, the
regions et&, and ‘$i&, are computable. This amounts to
obtaining bounds on the range of certain auxiliary random variables. For situation (K, I) such bounds have
previously been obtained only for the degraded broadcast
channel [5]. Bounds have also been obtained for the
transmission of degraded messages (situation (K,II) of
van der Meulen [ 121,[13]) by Korner and Marton [lo].
‘Achievability of the region &, follows from the observation that the
common message capability of a code can be shared between the two
separate message components (provided there is no requirement for
confidentiality of the messages).
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As an application we compute % e and -!&, for two tion-theoretic problems than the broadcast channel probexamples,and we find that there are pairs in % ,, which are lem considered in this paper.
not in $Rr,.A side result of t$s fact is that % can be
enlarged. Indeed, if we define 9 %to be the convex hull of A. The GeneralBroadcastProblem: Notation and
the union pf 9, with, the set of all (R,, R2,0) for which Preliminaries
(R,, R2)E ‘?&,, then ‘$R will be strictly larger than 9 %
A two-receiver discrete memoryless broadcast channel
whenever % ,, is strictly larger than s (sincz the latter
condition implies that the intersection of ?R with the 7-c=(%P,,P2, %Y % I consists of a finite “input” alphabet
Kc, finite “output” alphabets 9, and ‘$, and transition
R,= 0 plane is strictly larger than the intersection of 3
probability
functions p,(ilk) and p,(jlk) defined for k E
with the R, = 0 plane).
5
%
,
iE941,
andjE‘
$. Let % ? , ?4;, and 3: denote the sets
In the present paper we do not prove any new random
of
n-sequences
with
elements from % , ‘% i, and %*, recoding theocems.Instead, we show by actual calculation
spectively,
and
let
pf
and p; denote the nth-order memof ‘% ,, and ?R,,that there is something to be gained from
oryless
extensions
of
p, and p2, respectively. An
the more generalmethod of extracting rate pairs from 3.
(n,M,,M,,M,,e)
code
for
the channel consists of M=
The result that % .,, is strictly larger than ?Rc,for some
M
,M2i&t0
codewords
xijk
E%?,
M ,Mo disjoint subsets6?i,k
channels is new. This fact was previously unknown primc$ly,
and
M#,,
disjoint
subsets
% j,k c‘$, 1 <i G M ,,
arily because both regions were never before calculated
1
<j<M,,
1
<k<M,,
such
that
for the same channel. The obstacle was the lack of bounds
on the cardinalities of: auxiliary random variables needed
to compute ?I$,and ‘?R,,.An additional result obtained in
the papAeris a new alternative characterization of the
region 9&, for the general broadcast channel.
A triple (R,, R,, R,,) is achievable if for each E >0 there
A few months after the submission of our original exists an (n,M,,M,, Mo,e) code with n -’ log J4, > Ri - C,
manuscript, G e lfand [6] obtained the capacity region for i=O, 1,2. Throughout this paper logarithms will be to the
the Blackwell channel [12]. One of the refereeshas stated base two.
that this result and other more recent results of G e lfand
The broadcast channel, as just defined, m o d e ls a single
and Pinsker [7] and of Marton [ll] show thai at least for sender broadcasting information to two receivers. A rate
deterministic broadcast cha;nels the region ?i$,is not the triple (R,, R,, R,) is achievable if the sender can transmit
capacity region. However, $Rcis the capacity region for separatemessagesreliably to the first receiver at rate R,
some class of broadcast channels, and this class contai_ns and to the second receiver at rate R, and can simultaall of the degradedbroadcast channels. Furthermore, ‘?l&, neously send a common messagesequence to both reis an inner bound to the capacity region for any disrete ceivers at rate R,.
memorylessbroadcast channel. Hence evaluation of ?&, is
Auxiliary random variables are introduced through the
of considerable importance for at leas: two classes of notion of a test channel. A random vector (lJ,X) is
channels: broadcast channelsfor which 9Reis the capacity defined to be a test channel for the broadcast channel
region and broadcast channels for which the capacity YC= (5 ,p,,p2, QJ, ,%J if the components of the random
region (or a tighter bound to the capacity region) either is vector U are mutually independent and if the random
unknown or is not computable.
variable X has range % . The components Uj of U are the
In addition to the specific results described above, test channel inputs. The range of U, is denoted by ‘?121i
and
another contribution of the paper is our new approach to is called the alphabet for the ith input to the test channel.
the broadcast channel problem that is e m p loyed in Sec- G iven a test channel (U,X), we say that the random
tion II. This approach is based on a representationtheory vector Y= ( Y2, Y,) is an output of the broadcast channel
for the auxiliary random variables that arisz in the infor- Y?i‘
if, for each i = 1,2,
mation-theoretic descriptions of ‘&, and % ,a. The basic
P[ Y,=jJX= k] =p,(jJk)
idea is that the original auxiliary random variables are
representedby simpler random variables in a way that for k E % , j E 9Ji, and if (U, X, Y) is a Markov chain (i.e.,
preservescertain key properties of the joint distribution of U and Y are conditionally independent given X). The
the auxiliary and broadcast channel random variables vector (U, X, Y) may be consideredto be a cascadeof the
(e.g., see Theorem 1). The applications of the representa- test channel (U, X) with the broadcast channel 3c. G iven
tion theory that arise in the paper (the proofs of Theorems a set 4 of test channels, we denote by ‘9 Fh’the set of all
l-3) require somewhat less than the full generality of the (U,X, Y) such that (U,X) E 9 and Y is’an output of X
theory as presentedin our recent report [8]. Hence only a corresponding to input X.
simplified version is given here, and this version is develLet 9’ (respectively, ??) be the set of all test channels
oped as neededin the proofs of Theorems l-3 rather than (U, X), with U= (I/,, U,) (respectively, U= (U,, U,, U,)),
as a separatetopic as in [8]. W e feel that the representa- such that the test channel input U has finite range. The
tion theory is useful for a much broader range of informa- Cover-van der M e u len region of achievable rate triples is
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the convex closure of all rate _triples (R,, R,, R,) for which
there exists some (U,X, Y) E ‘9 X such that
R, <ZtU,; WA,),
R, (I( U,; &I U,),
R,,Gmin {Z(Q,; Y,IU,),Z(U,; Y21u2)},
R,+&,<ZtU,,,U,;
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in the above characterization of ??l,,: Z(U,; Yi) and
Z( Vi; YJ U,), for i= 1 and 2. Roughly speaking, after
selecting U,, to make the quantities Z( Uo; Y.) large, the
remaining problem of maximizing Z( Vi; Yi] U,,) is equivalent to the maximization of the quantities Z( Vi; YJ,
which we also encounter in computing &,.

Y,),
II.

and

CARDINALITY

BOUNDS FOR ‘G&, AND 6$,

R, + R, < Z( U,, U,; Y,).

In this section we will consider the regions %c and 6$,
for
a general two-receiver binary-input memoryless broadThroughout the paper 58 denotes the real line, and lR+
cast
channel X =({O, 1},p,p2,%,,%~). We begin with an
denotes the nonnegative real line. If X and Y are random
alternative
characterization of % ,, =z C(9). For X E I$
variables, X-Y
means that X and Y have the same
define
distribution.
B. The Broadcast Situation with No Common Message

c@)=sup {@,,(UX)pv>~~}

where
The projection of 9, on the R,= 0 plane yields the
@A(wo p MU,; Y,)+WU,;
Y*)
(4)
two-dimensional region G&,.An alternative description of
% ,, given by van der Meulen [ 121is 9& = G C(9)), where
“co” denotes convex hull, “a’ denotes the closure of the where Y is any output of X corresponding to the test
channel input (U,X). Then 5&, is the collection of pairs
convex hull, and
(R,,R,)EIW: dominated by the family of lines {X,x, +
C(g)= {(R,,R,)lR, <Ztu,; Y,),
h,x, = c(X)]X E 58: }. To prove that ‘GIlc= ab, we need only
show that given XE I$ and (U,X) E 9, there exists a
R,GZ(U,; Y,),(U,X, Y)EqxX)
(U*, X*) E 9b such that QA(U, X) < Q( U*,X*). Our apfor any set ol) of two-input test channels for the broadcast proach will be to first “reduce” the cardinality of the
channel X.
range of U,. That is, we will produce (U*,X*) E C? such
The region % , which we have defined by
that U, and U;” have the same distribution, U,* is binary,
X*
is a function of U*, and @A(U,X) < fDA(U*,X*). A
~~={(R,+s,,R,+s,)~s,>o,s,z~,
second application of this procedure will then prove that
(R,,R,,S,+S,)E~},
U: can also be chosen to be binary. Finally, we show that
has the following very useful alternative characterization (U*,X*) can be chosen so that either X* -.!J:// U,* or
X* E UT/\ U,* (i.e., (U*,X*) E qb), which establishes the
which is proved in Appendix A.
Proposition 1: If e is the set of all rate pairs (T,, T,) result 9,, = 9+. Let XE lR: and (U,X) E 97’be fixed
throughout this section.
such that
Let % , and ‘& denote the ranges2of U, and U,, and
T, <I( u,, UC,;Y,),
(1) suppose 11
G21,
]I = n and 11
%J = m . By “relabeling” we can
‘&={l;..,m},
P[X=l]U,
T2 < Zt 4, Uo; Y,),
(2) supposethat % ,={l;..,n},
= i] is nonincreasing in i, and P[X= 1I U, =j] is nondeand
creasing in j.
T,+ T,~W,;Y,IU,)+Z(U,;
Y&Q
Before exhibiting the random variables (U*,X*), we
+min {Z(U,; Y,),Z(U,; Y,)}, (3) will construct an intermediate pair of random variables
( fi,i) contained in a subset ‘!?,, of 9. Let 9n be the
then 6&,=~ e.
collection
of all t E [w” such that 1 > t, > . . . > t,, > 0, and
For the general two-receiver binary-input memcryless
let
5,
be
the collection of all n-dimensional probability
broadcast channel, we will show (Theorem 3) that 9$, can
vectors.
For
conlenience let so= t,,+ , =0 and to= 1 in this
be calculated by considering only those test channels
section.
Define
q7, as the set of all ( I?,@E 9 for which
((U,, U,, U&X) for which U,, is binary, U, and U, are
there
exists
a
(s,
t) E S, x 5,, such that
ternary, and X is a (deterministic) function of (U,, U,, U,).
The proof of this employs a similar result for s (TheoP[ fi2=j]=$-$+,,
R=x{fi,,fi2},
rem 2); namely, GJJ,,
= ?J$,A z C(Tb), where 9b is the P[ fi,=i]=s,,
collection of test channels ((U,, U,),X) E 9 such that U,
(5)
and U, are binary and either X G U, A U, or X E U,V U,
(where “A” denotes m inimum and “V”*denotes maxi*Although these sets are assumed to be finite in this paper, we show in
mum). In fact, the proof of the result for % ,, is essentially
[8] that such a restriction is not necessary and when removed gives a
an extension of the proof of the result for s. Indeed, more general result. The finiteness of G21,and ‘Q is assumed here to
there are only four basic information quantities involved simplify the presentation of the basic results.
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where 1 < i (q-0 <j <m_, and x denMotesthe indicator
function (i.e., X= 1 if U, < U, and X= 0 otherwise). It
follows that
qk P[z=llfi2=j]=

PIX=lIfi,=i]=ti,

i

sk,

k=O

(6)

and that

P[~=l]=i~,siti=j~o(~-~+,)r,.
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lished using only the facts that (U,X, I’) is a Markov
chain and that the conditional distribution of Yi given X
is determined by pi; the joint distribution of Y, and Y, is
immaterial.
If we define a,=P[U,>j]
and bj=P[X=lIU,=j],
then
by (1%

H( y*l u2) =

5 taj-

j=l

aj+ l)‘2tbj)*

(12)

(7) Similarly (see(5) and (6)),

Whenever random variables (c,z) are related to vectors
(s,t) as in (5) we shall write (s,t)++$fi,J?). Now if we let
ti=PIX=lIU,=i],
si=P[ U,=i],
l<i<n,
(8)

H(?21fi2)=E{A,(P[X=lIfi~])}
= j~oti,-l,+*Mr;)~

(13)

then we obtain a particular (c,& E 3, such that (s,t)t,
Since our goal is to prove (9) we wish to compare (12)
(c,&. W e summarize the properties of (c,&
in the and (13).
following theorem.
Let y, >y2 > . . . > y,,, be an ordering of { a2,* * * , a,} u
Theorem 1: If Y (respectively, 6 is an output of X {t,,* * * ,t,,} (hence N= m+n-1), and let y,,=a,=t,=l,
corresponding to input ( U, X) (respectively, (I?,&), then YN+I=am+l=tn+l =O. Recall that l=a,> *** >a,+,=0
and l=t,> a.- >t,+, = 0. Define p(j) and c(j) by
4 (uIJ)-tfi,AL
if a, >yj>ak+,
p(j) = k
b) Z( 4; YJ < Z( ri;; Q ,
i= 1,2.
and
Remark: Clearly b) implies that QA(U,X) < Q( fi,X).
if tk >Yj>tk+l,
b(j) = k
Proof: Assertion a) is obvious from (5) (6) and (8).
Assertion b) for i= 1 follows from a), which (along with and let b,!= bpV)and $ = r;cjI. W ith 4 A yj- y,, ,, (12) and
the definition of channel outputs) implies that (U,,X, r,) ( 13) become
-( U,,.f, 1;,). Similarly Y, -Y, so that H( Y,)=H(Y,).
Hence to prove b) for i = 2, it suffices to show that
WY21U2)= 5 6jWjl)
(14
j=O

(9)
and
Since (U,X, Y) is a Markov chain for which the conditional discrete density function for Y given X is pi, the
H( f2;I fi2) = 2 6,A,(ri’),
(15)
conditional entropy H( Yi] Vi) can be written as an exj=O
pectation of a function of P[X= 11U,]. F irst, note that for respectively. Since both bk and rk are nondecreasingin k
jE?Ji,
and since p(j) and c(j) are both nondecreasing in j, it
follows that both Z$ and $ are nondecreasingsequences.
J’[ Yj =.A ui] = k~oPdjlk)P[
X=kl ui]
This, the concavity of A,, and the next two lemmas will
establish (9) completing the proof of Theorem 1.
=L,,JP[X=lIu,])
L e m m a I: Let x0,x,;. . ,x, and ya,y,; . . ,y,,, be nonwhere LiJ : [0, l]-+[O, l] is defined by
decreasingsequencesof real numbers. Let [a,[,, * * * ,[, be
a sequenceof real numbers such that for each k in the
Li,j(a) = aPi(jl1>+ C1- aIPi(do)
range O<k<N,
forjE‘?Ji, a~[O,l], and i=1,2. Hence
fJ( Y2l U*) > ff( f2l fi22).

H(Y,IU,)=E(

~pl[Li,j(p[x=II~])])

= E(*~(P[X= 11q>

(16)

(10) with equality for k = 0. Then for any concave function A,

where q(p)= -p logp and

(11)

(17)

Since Lij is affine and cp is concave, q10LiJ is also concave. Therefore, Ai is the sum of (finitely many) concave
functions, and so it is concave.
Notice that Ai is specified completely by the broadcast
channel transition probability pi and that (10) is estab-

L e m m a 1, which is proved in Appendix B, is a generalization of a result obtained in 1929by Hardy, Littlewood,
and Polya (see [9, p. 891). The generalization is due to
Fuchs [4], and the proof that we give in Appendix B is
essentially his.

Ai(

2 ‘P[Li,j(a)].
j
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We now return to the proof of the main result of this
section, as outlined in the first pamgraph. Suppose (s’,t’)
E S, x ?jn and (s’, t’)++( U’,X’) E qn. Recall that this
means (see (5))
P[ U;=i]=si,
P[ U;=j]=$-$+,,
X’=x(u;N;}-

with equality for k = 0.

Proof of Lemma 2: Construct random variables 0 and We may write
6 on {O,l; f f , N} such that (0, U,,X) and (0, U,,X) are
@A(u’,x’)=@p(u’,x’)-@p(u’,x’)
Markov chains with
where we define
PIO=jlUz=k]=S,(a,--a,+,)-’
if k = p(j) and
and

P[6=jlfiI=k]=S,(tk-t,+,)-’

if k = c(j). These probabilities are zero otherwise. Since U,
is independent of U,, 0 may also be chosen to be inde- As before, Y’ is any output of the channel corresponding
pendent of U,. Similarly, let 0 be independent of fi,. to input (U',X'). Since (U',X') is completely determined
Note that U,=p(O), that
by (s’,t), we may consider Q,(U',X') and @ t3(U',X'),
i = 1,2, to be functions of (s’, t’). For example, if sb= t,!,+ ,
PIO=j]=PIO=jlUz=p(j)]P[
U,=p(j)]=6j,
= 0 and th = 1, then (10) may be applied to yield
and that

@Pjrz’(s’,r’)=A, 2 s;A,(t,‘)+h2
i-l

b,‘=P[X=lIU,=p(j)]

i

($-$+,)A2

j=O

5 s; .
(’ i=O

1

(19)

=P[X=l]U,=p(j),O=j]=P[X=l]O=j].
Similarly, fi2=fi(6), P[8=j]= Sj, and $= P[x= 1/6=j].
No$ce t_hat(6, fiJ is also independent of fi,, since (6, fiJ
=(0,6(O)). We then obtain, for O< k < N,

Recall that s and t were given in (8) and that (c,J?) E
6?‘,,was constructed according to (s, r)~( c,J?). Let 9 c
T,I consist of those t’E 5,, such that
(20)

5 6,bj’=P[@>k,x=l]

Then by Theorem 1 and the fact that t E 9,

j=h

~~(U,X)<(PX(SJ)<

= $, PIO>k,X=l(U,=i]si
< ,$, m in {P[O>klU,=i],
= 2

m in { P[O>k],

P[??=l]6,=i]}si

i=l

m in {P[e>k],

P[ fi12i]}si

= ;g, m in {P[G>k],

P[fi(6)>i]}si

(21)

If ( U', X')w(s, t’) and t’ E 9, then (20) implies that P[T?=
l]= P[X’= 11.This, in turn, implies that @~)(s,*) is constant on 9, because the entropies of the channel outputs
depend only on the distribution of the input X’. On the
other hand, we observe from (19) that @ f,(s, -) is concave
on Yn, and hence on Q?, since the sum of linear and
concave functions is concave. Since % is a compact
convex subset of IQ:, the concave (continuous) function
@ f’(s, 0) is m inimized over 9 at_an extreme point of 9,
let us say t*. Then if (U*,X*)E??, is constructed according to (s,t*)++(U*,X*), it follows that

PIX=lIU,=i]}si

=$,

sup {@Js,t’)]t’E~}.

= it,P[6>k,fi(6)>i]sl
= ,$, P[6>k,

Since t*=(t,,t,;.*
, t,) is an extreme point of 9, we
claim that for some integersj and k for which 0 <j <k <
4
l=t,*=...
=‘i”>‘jr, ,=... =tk*>tk*+ ,=... =fn*+,=O

fi2>i16,=i]s,

= ;$‘, P[G>k, i=l]6,=i]si

(22)

=P@k,z=l]=

5 $$.

(18)

j=k

Note that for k =0 equality holds in (18). Hence the proof
of Lemma 2 is complete.

where we have (by convention) let t$ = 1 and t,*, , = 0. To
see that this claim is true, suppose that t* is an extreme
point of 33 but that t* does not have the form indicated in
(22). Then there must exist integers a, b, and c satisfying
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M e u lsn. However, to the best of our knowledge, both % ,,
and % ,, have not bee: calculated for the same channel. By
calculating ,?R,,and ?Q, for two simple examples, we will
show that ?l$, is sometimes larger than 6&,. This fact, as
revealed by out second example, is the result of complex
interplay between “separate” and “common” mutual inf_ormationquantities. As noted in Section I, the fact that
% a is larger than ?7$,implies that 9~ is larger than 3.

1>t,*>t,*+,=tb*>tb*+,=tc*>tr*+,>o.
Choosee, ande2such thatO<e,+e,<tt-t~+,,O<e,<t~
-C+,, O<c,<t,*- tz+,, and
~,i=~+,si=“2i=$+,si~

Define t,(1)=ti(2)=tT, for O<i<a and c+l<i<n+l.
For
a+l<i<b
let t,(‘)=t,*+c, and t!2)=tT-c,,
and for b+l
< i < c let t,“) = t: - e2 and t,f2)= t: + e2. From the definition of q (see (20)) it is clear that 6”) = (ti”), tim), * * . , t;“))
~63, for m= 1,2. It is easy to see that t*= i(t’,)+ tc2)).
Since this contradicts the fact that t* is an extreme point
of 9, the claim must be true. Since (s,t*)~( U*,X*), it
follows from the form of t* given in (22) that P[ U,* = i] = 0
unless i=j or i= k; that is, U,* is essentially a binary
random variable.
Summarizing, we have started with X E rW: and (U,X)
E$‘? and then produced (U*,X*), where U T % U,, U,* E
{j, k} with probability one, X* =X,U:GvI1, and @A(U,X)
< QA(U*,X*). By repeating this procedure we can similarly show that UF can be taken to be distributed on some
set {j’, k’}. The special form of the function X* =
X(UTGUfl then insures that, after “relabeling,” Ur and U,*
can be supposedto have range (0, 1} and X* can be taken
to be either UT//U,* or U:VU,*. W e have thus proven
the following theorem.
Theorem 2: For the general two-receiver binary-input
memoryless broadcast channel, ?& = ‘G?$,
.
Remark: Since the (U*,X*) constructed from (U,X) in
the proof of Theorem 2 satisfied P[X* = l] = P[X= 11,we
also have the following generalization:
c&p) fsup {@x(u,x)](U,X)E!?,
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P[X=l]=p}

Amax {@.X(U,X)I(U,X)E9)b, P[X=l]=p}.
(23)
This will be used in the proof of Theorem 3. W e will also
use the fact that c&p) is continuous in p, which is easily
proved from (23).
In Appendix C we prove the following result for the
broadcast channel 3c.

A. A Binary Symmetric Broadcast Channel
The binary symmetric broadcast channel (BSBC) is a
simple example of a degraded broadcast channel, the
capacity of which is already known [13]. W e consider it
here to clarify the relation of $Reto 6 % ,,.&i,, is the capacity
region of rate pairs for the BSBC and, indeed, any degraded channel. This is easily seen by comparing our
expression for e with the capacity region for degraded
channels as given in [5] or [13]. Thus the capacity region
of degraded channels may be extracted from the Covervan der M e u len region of rate triples. This was originally
proved by van der M e u len ([12, p. 1871)in the context of
his situation (K, II).
Now consider the particular BSBC with crossoverprobabilities zero and 0.25. That is, consider x =
((0, ~},P,,P,,{O,

I}),

where P,(W=P,(~I~)=

1 and

~~(010)

=p2( 111)=0.75. W e shall compute CR,,for this channel.
Consider ((U,, U,),X) E qy, such that P[ q = l] = (Y~,P[ Ui
= 0] = 1 - (Y~,and X -U, A U,. If (Y,, Y,) is an output of
?I{ corresponding to (U, X), then Z[ Q , Y.] = ti(a,, au,),
where
t,(a,,a2)

y

h(a,a2)

-

a,h(a2)

and
t,(a,,a,) g h(cu,ar2*0.25)-a2h(ar,*0.25)-(l-a,)h(0.25)
where p* 4 =p( 1 - 4) + (1 -p)q. Because of the symmetry
betweenX = 0 and X = 1 for the BSBC, there is no need to
consider X E U, V U, so that, by Theorem 2,
9!0=co {(R,,R2)IRi<ti( a,,(~~),for some O<cu,, a,< l}.
It is easy to show numerically that ‘% ,,is simply the region
one obtains by tim e sharing. O n the other hand, the set of
all achievable rate pairs, which consists of those (R,, R2)
for which R, < 1 - h-‘(h(R,)*0.25) (see [13]), is strictly
larger than the time-sharing region.

Theorem 3: For the general two-receiver binary-input
memorylessbroadcast channel, the achievable rate region
%+, can be obtained by considering only test channels B. The Skewed Binary Broadcast Channel
(( U,, U,, U,), X) in G?)b
(i.e., U, is binary, U, and U, are
ternary, and X is a deterministic function of (U,, U,, U,)).
W e define the “skewed binary broadcast channel” to be
Ff =({O, I},P,,P,,

{0,1},{0,

l}),

where

P,(OIO)=P~(~I~)=

1

and p,(Ol 1)=p2( 1IO)= 0.5. Usin_gTheorem 2 and Theorem
COMPARED WITH ‘?t,,
III. EXAMPLES-$,
3, we can evaluate !‘N, and 9, numerically. Instead we
In the previous section we obtained bounds on the will use a more revealing approach, which involves concardinalities of the ranges of the auxiliary random v%ri- sidering some of the quantities which were used to prove
ables e m p l6yed in the characterization of ?i$, and ?R,,. the results of Sections II.
It turns out that $&, is the time-sharing region for this
Both regions were derived from the region of achievable
rate triples 6 % previously given by Cover and van der channel. W e will prove a stronger result first with a view
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toward calculating s. We will begin by computing c(X,p)
for X E rW: and 0 < p < 1, (See the remark after Theorem 2
for definitions.) It was shown that c&p) can be computed
using only test channels in 9,. We will show that for the
skewed binary broadcast channel, the set of test channels
may be reduced even further-specifically, to the set of
such that either X = U, or X= U,. This
WXF9,
follows from Proposition 2, which is proved in Appendix
D.
Proposition 2: For all X E W: and 0 < p < 1,
4%~)

(24)

= Rspbmax {&,A,}

where
RSpg max {1(X; Y,),I(X; Y,)IP[X=

1] =p}.

(25)

(The variables Yj have conditional distribution pi given
x.1
Recall that s may be described as the set of pairs
(R,, R2) E W: such that, for all X E l$,
h,R,+h2R2<c(X)=sup

{c(A,p)(O<p < l}.
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Now using the fact that we need only consider test channels (17,x) satisfying (26), we obtain from (28) that
s* (SUP

{fw4P)lO~dLP

( l}

where f(a,p,p) is the quantity in (28) expressed in terms
of the parameters (Y,p, and p. The function f(a,/3,p) is a
smooth function so that it is straightforward (though
tedious) to show that it attains its maximum value of
0.361643. a. when (Y= ,L3= 0.5 - p
/30, p = 0.5.
It is perhaps surprising that C&, is substantially larger
than the time-sharing region for this example, while 9& is
the time-sharing region. In fact, given that CJ& is the
time-sharing region, it is easy to see that if any of the
variables U,, U,, or U, is constant, then (T,, T,) satisfying
(l)-(3) will be in the time-sharing region. Hence it is the
interaction of three auxiliary random variables which
yields achievable rates outside the time-sharing region.
The true capacity region of the skewed binary broadcast
channel is unknown.

Hence the fact that C& is the time-sharing region for the
skewed binary broadcast channel follows from Proposition 2 with X=(1,1).
~ We next address the problem of computing the region
%a. A key result is the following proposition, which is
proved in Appendix E.
Pryosition 3: For the skewed binary broadcast channel, ‘?i$,may be obtained by using only those test channels
(U, X) E 3, for which U,, U,, and U, are binary and

IV.

CONCLUDINGREMARKS

It may seem paradoxical that we have found rate regions larger than Cl&,(and hence 3) by considering only
achievable rate triples in ‘9,. The crux of the matter is that
the true capacity region must have an internal consistency
which we have shown 9, lacks. Specifically, if (R,, R,;S,
+ S,) is an achievable rate triple, then so is (R, + S,, R, +
S,, 0). However, as we demonstrate by example, (R, R,, S,
+ S,) E 9% does not imply that (RA+ S,, R, + S,, 0) E ?JL.
x- U,U,+(lU,)U,.
(26) (This is equivalent toAthe fact ;hat $?,, is larger than CJ&)
The larger regions % ,, and 3 are obtained simply by
The fact that it suffices to ;se test channels (U,X)
satisfying (26) when computing C!J&for the skewed binary enlarging 9, to be internally consistent. The achievability
broadcast channel greatly simplifies the computation. In- of the Fgion 3, then, implies the achievakility of the
deed, this class of test channels may be parameterized by region 9% (and hence the acl$evability of 9?.,,,which is
obtained as the projection of 9 onto the R,=O plane).
the three parametersp = P[U,,=l],cu=P[U,=l],and/3=
Our observation that 9% is not internally consistent
P[ U,-01. We have found that the line segment Pi,P2,
depends
on our main mathematical results, which give
where P, = (0.2411 . . * ,0.1205 * . * ) and P, =
bounds
0,”
test channel alphabets necessary to compute
C$l205.+~,0.2411-+, is. contained in the boundary of
?Jle
and
Cl+,
for binary-input channels. We have not ex9,,. The fact that P, EC&, follows from using the test
tended
these
results to arbitrary discrete memoryless
channel (U, X) corresponding
to p = 0.5 a%d
broadcast
channels.
We conjecture, however, that C&, can
or=p=O.5-m/30%0.1584
in (l)-(3). Then P,ECQ
be
calculated
for
the
channel @ ,p,,pz, % , , “Yz) using only
by symmetry, The fact that m
is contained in the
test
channel
input
alphabets
9Li satisfying
boundary of 9,, will follow from the fact that
s* k max {R, + R,](R,,R,) EC?&}=0.3616* v 6, (27)
That s* -0.3616~ b9 can be shown as follows. Since P, E
9&, it follows that s* 20.3616~ * * . From Proposition 1
(see (3) in particular) it follows that for any e >0 there is a
(U,X, Y)E$‘% such that
s*-dZ(U,;

Y,IU,)+Z(U,;
Y,lulJ)+W,;

Y,l&J

+ f(Z( 4); Y,) + I( u,; YJ).

IWQII(An (IIWL n-lax(11%II)11~1211))
and

IIqLill( l+Il%ll*(min (ll~II~Il~ill)-l)~

Y&J

+ fin { Z( U,; Y,)J( &; Y2>}
au,;

i= 1,2
(this soncurs with van der Meulen’s conjectures [12]) and
that $I$,can be calculated using test channel input alphabets satisfying

IIuill ( m in W ll, IIWh

(28)

i= 1,2.

Bounding alphabet cardipalities necessary for compuiing
the region of rate triples CJL(or,$quivalently, Cl%since ??Lis
obtained directly from 9%and 9,-J appears to be considerably more difficult.
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APPENDIX A
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1

(A.3)

(A.4) *

~IUn)}

for i= 1,2. This choice of Si guarantees that 2a), 2b), 2g), and
2h) are satisfied.
W e shall prove that &,, = z e. By definition, % is the closed
If S, > 0 and S2 >0, then 2c)-2f) are verified as follows.
convex hull of the collection of all triples (R,, RZ, R,) in R:
Equation (A.4) and 3c) imply S, + S2 < Z( Uo; Y,), and the indewhich, for some (lJ,X, Y) E 3 X, satisfy the following:
pendence of U. and U, implies Z( U,; Y,) <I( U,; Y,] U,), which
establishes 2~). Similarly, (A.4) and 3d) imply 2d). Finally, in
view of (A.4), 3c) implies 2e), and 3d) implies 2f).
la) R, <Z(U,; Y,lU,>,
If S, =O, then 3b) implies 2f) and 2c)-2e) are verified as
lb) Rz< I( U,; Y,l Ud,
follows. If S, =O, then 2c) and 2d) are trivially true, and 3a)
lc) Re<Z(Ue; Y,IU,),
implies 2e). If S,>O, (A.4) and (A.3) imply 2c), (A.4) and 3b)
Id) R, < Z( U,; Y,] U,),
imply S, + S2 < Z( Uo; Y,), which in turn implies 2d) because of
le) R,+Ro<Z(Uo,U,;Y,),
If) R2+Ro<Z(Uo,U2;
Y,).
the independenceof U, and U,, and (A.4) and 3c) imply 2e).
If S2= 0, 2c)-2f) are established in the same manner as in the
??$,is the convex hull of pairs (T,, T,) E IX: such that (R,, R,, Ro preceding paragraph, since the case S,=O is just the dual of the
= S, + Sz) E %, for some R,, RZ, S, > 0 and S2 > 0 with T, = R, + case S, =O.
Since I)-3) cover all possible situations, we have shown that if
S, and T, = R2 + Sz. Hence, by la)- lf), &,, is the closed convex
hull of the set of pairs (T,, T,) E lR< such that there exists S, > 0, (T,, T2) satisfies 3a)-3d), then (T,, T2) E C&+ Hence 81c>z e.
Sz > 0, and (ZJ,X, Y) E 3 X satisfying the following:
APPENDIX

W T, <Z(U,;Y,IUo)+S,,
2b) T2< I( U,; Y,lU,>+ Sz,
2c)

PROOFOF

s, + s2GZ(Uo;Y,IU,),

Notice that if xi =yi, then the ith term of (16) and (17) has no
effect on the inequality. Hence we can assume xj #yj, for 0 <j <
N, without loss of generality. For a given concave function A,
define a slope function s by

.‘W s, + s, < I( u,; Y,lU,),
24 T, G4 Uo,U,; Y,)- S,,
2f) T2<Z(Uo,U,; Yd- S,,
2&d T, 2 S,,
3 T,>S2.

S(X,Y>
= (x -Y)-‘bw

On the other hand, e is the collection of pairs (T,, T2) E Iw:
which, for some (u’,X, Y) E ‘??‘X,satisfy the following:

T,+T,<Z(U;;Y,IUJ+Z(U;;Y,jU,$+Z(U,$Y,),
Y,lU$+Z(U&

3d) T,+ T2 <Z(U;; Y,j U,$+Z(U;;

(B.1)

The concavity of A guaranteesthat
(B.4

4Xk- ,,Yk-I) >S(XktYk)

iZ g(xj-Yj)[S(Xk-l,Yk-l)-S(X~,YA)I
Y,).

Y,).

>O

j=k

Now to prove that s cco e we need merely note that if
(I’= U, then 2a)-2h) imply 3a)-3d). (In fact, 2e)*3a), 2f)+3b),
2b) and 2e)+3c), and 2a) and 2f)+3d).)
To prove the reverse inclusion, we assume that (T,, T2) satisfies 3a)-3d) for some (U/,X, Y) and show that this implies
(T,, T2) E &,, for each of the following three cases.
1) If T, - Z( U;; Y,I U$ > Z( U,$; Y,l U;), then substituting into
3d) and applying the basic information identities, we have
T2 <Z(U;;

for xfy.

-UN

for 1 <k <N. It follows from (B.2) and (16) that

3a) T, <Z(U;, U& Y,),
3b) T2 <Z(U;,U& Y,),
3c)

B
LEMMA 1

(A.11

(B.3)

for 1 <k <N. In fact, if we define x- , =x0 and y _ , =yo, then
(B.3) holds (with equality) for k=O as well. Thus we have
5
I$
k=Oj=k

~(xj-Yj)[S(Xk-I,Yk-l)-S(Xk,Yk)l

20

which is equivalent to
N-l

N

IZ
k=-l

If
j=k+l

‘$j(xj-Yj)S(Xk,Yk)-

5
2
k=O j=k

6j<Xj

-Yj)S(XktYk)

2 0.

03.4)

If in 2a)-2h) we let S, = S2 =0, U, =( U& Vi), U2= Vi, and B ecauseequality holds in (16) for k =O, the k= - 1 term in the
U,EU for an arbitrary use,
then we see that (A.l)~2b)e2f)
1eft sum of (B.4) is zero, so (B.4) is equivalent to
and 3a)e2a)H2c) (2c), 2d), 2g), and 2h) are trivially satisfied).
Hence (T,,T,)E@t,,.
(B.5)
- kgo&(xk -YkMxk,Yk)
2 0.
2) If T2 - Z( Vi; Y,l U,$) >I( U,$; Y,] Vi), then we can show
(T,, T,) E &e by the same general procedure as in case 1) above. Using (B.1) in (B.5) we obtain (17).
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Finally, define for 0 <p < 1

Let S be the set of SE Iw”, such that, for some (U,X, I’) E
3’K
s, GZ(Uo, u,; Y,)
s* G I( uo, u,; Y,)

*~yp)=c((x,+x,+

1,A*+X,+

l),p).

(C.3)

(See the remark after Theorem 2 for the definition of c(*,p),
which is continuous in p.) The next lemma deals with 62).
Lemma 3: The following are equal:
a=sup {~hl)(~,X)I(~~X)~~‘, (Uo,X)-(Po,40)}

~3~z(~,;y,I~o)+z(u*;y*1~o)+z(~o;y,)
s4 G Z( u,; Y, I Uol + I( u2; Y2l Uo) + I( uo; Y,).
Let T be the linear map from IQ* to Iw4defined by

b=sup

{&‘(U,WI(ww%

(C.4)

(uo,xHPo,4o)}

c= ~~~~~‘(4O(llU)lPO(U).

~~~~,~2)=(~,,~2,~~+~2,~~+~2).

Referring to the definition of e in Section I, we see that
e = T-IS. It is easy to check directly that since T is linear
(continuous) and one-to-one,
s=z

C?=ii!~ T-‘S=T-’

G

S.

Hence to compute 6?leit suffices to compute co S. To this end
define for each A= (Ai,h2,X3) E Iw: and each (U,X) E 3

Furthermore, the supremum in (C.4) is actually a maximum.
Proof We shall prove that a <b <c <a. Since ‘? c 9,
a < b is immediate. To see that b < c, note that for
GUI, U2, UOM) E 3 with UO-PO,
W(U,X)=

z
u=%

Po(~){(h,+h2+1)~(U,;

Y,lUo=U)

6,(U,X)=h,Z(U,,U,;Y,)+h,~~Uo,~*;~*~
+A,IZ(U,;
+ I( u,;

Y,I Uo)+Z(U*;

Ydl

~*luJ)+~(~o~

y, 1 Uo) + I( u2; Y2l Uo) + I( uo; Y2)

where Y is an output of 3c corresponding to (U,X).
XEIW: let
c^(X)=sup {b,(U,X)](U,X)E3)}.

For each

(C.1)
Using the characterization of convex hulls as in Section II, z
5 is the collection of points in Iw”, dominated by the family of
hyperplanes

‘kj:‘(%(llu))=~(^,+X,+l,h*+h,+L)(V~,X~)

{A,xl+h2x2+h3Xj+X4=qX)pER:}.
Thus to compute z S (and hence ?&) one need only compute
?(A) for all XE rW:. Thus Theorem 3 will follow if we demonstrate that ?(A) remains unchanged when 3 is replaced by 3, in
(C. 1).
Basically our approach now will be to first consider maximizing &( U, X) over all (U, X) E 3 with (U,, X) having a specified
distribution. We will show that if the cardinalities of the ranges
of U, and U2 are restricted to be at most one plus the cardinality
of the range of U,, then the same maximum results. Removing
the constraint on the distribution of (U,,X), we will then show
that U. can be restricted to be binary.
Let us rewrite (&( U, X). Define, for (U, X) E 3,
~~“(u,X)=(h,+X,+1)z(U,;Y,~U,)+(X,+X,+1)z(U*;Y*~U,)
&~*‘(u,x)=(-x,-h,)H(Y,]U,)+(-h,-1)H(Y*]U,)
&,V’(U,X)=(A,

+h3)H(

Yt)+(X*+

l)H( Y*)

so that
&A( U,X) = 5 4$‘( U,X).

The terms of this sum are the same as the information quantities
of Section II. (Notice that U, and U2 are conditionally independent given U. since U,, U,, and U, are mutually independent.)
Hence the sum may be bounded term by term to yield b <c. To
prove the final inequality c <a, we will construct (U’,X’)Eg’
with (U&X’)-(po,qo)
and &f)(U,X’)=
c, which will also demonstrate that the supremum in (C.4) is actually a maximum.
The construction proceeds as follows. Let r= Ilsll. For each
u E Q,, there is a test channel (( Vr, VT),X’) E 9’)bsuch that (see
(22)) P[X’= l]=qo(lIu) and

v-3)

=(h,+A3+1)z(V,“,Y,“)+(h2+X3+1)z(V,”,Y;)
cc.9
where Y” is an output of the channel corresponding to input
(V”,X’). For i = 1,2, let pi’ 2 P[ Vi’ = 11, let ai’) <a!*) < . . . <
ol,“) be an ordering of the set (pF]u ES}, and let a!‘)=0 and
#+I)= 1. Let u;(u) denote the rank of pr in (ai(/ that is,
u,(u)=min

{ klpp <#I}.

Define U& Ui, and (I; to be mutually independent random
variables with U&p, (i.e., P[ UA= u]=po(u), u E ‘&) and
p[v=j]=~11y+‘)-&),

forO<j<r,i=1,2.

To complete the construction we must choose X’ as a binary
function of (U& Ui, U;) so that ( U&X’)-(po,qo)
and 6p’( U’,X’)
= c. The trick is to make the conditional distribution of
(Ui, U;,X’) given U,$= u imitate in an information-theoretic
sense the distribution of (Vi’, V,“,X”).
For UE~, i=l or 2, and O&j<r, let ~“(j)=Xti<,c,,l.
Then

i=l

Define the set 6?“c3 to be the collection of test channels
such that X is a deterministic function of
(U,, U,, U,) and U, and U2 are each distributed on (0,l; * * ,r},
where r is the cardinality of the range set of UP
Let G&ebe any finite set, let pa(u) be a probability distribution
on (Q,, and let qo(llu) be such that O<qo(lIu)< 1, for uE%. If
U. and X are random variables such that X is binary, P[ Uo= u]
=po(u) and PIX=l]Uo=u]=qo(l~u),
we shall write (U,,X)-

=

KL7,> u2, UoMF3

(Po,40).

x

&‘L&‘=p,“=~[v;“=l].

J=o

That is, x”( q!)-

K.“. Recall by the definition of q9, that either

X” = VrV VT or X” E Vfr\ VT. When Uo= u, let X’=X;( Ui)/\
Xr( U;) (respectively, x1( Ui)VXf( U;)) if X” E V;r\ VT (respectively, VfV VT). Then conditioned on U,= u,
(V,

v~,x”>-(xl”(~i),xz”(~;),x’).

(C.6)
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One consequenceof (C.6) is that

there existsp,j(O) +pa( 1) = 1 and 0 < q*( 1IO),q*( l] 1) f 1 such that

P[x’=l)u~=u]=P[x”=l]=qe(l~u)

Ii Po*(U>&o*(ll~)~
Ii Po*(wA(qb(llu))

hw=

which implies that (U&X’)~(Pe&).
Another consequence of
(28) is that if (Y;, Y;) is an output of the broadcast channel
corresponding to input (u’, X’), then, for i = 1,2 and all u,

u=o

1

*

It follows that (using (C. 10) and Lemma 3)
W,p)=

Z(vy, V) = Z(xU(u/), Yjqu; = u)
=Z(ui’;Y/lU~=u).

( u=o

i po*(u)\k~)(qo*(llu))+~~)(pd,q~)+~~)(p)
u=o

=max {~~)(U,X)((U,x)E3’,(U~)-(pof,qo*)}
(C.7)

The second equality follows from the fact that LJ! and Y! are
conditionally independent given Ud = u and x”( U/). Substitution
of (C.7) into (CS), multiplying by p,(u), and summing over u
yields that &A(U',X')=
c, completing the proof of Lemma 3.
Note that if ((U,,U,,U,),X)E‘!?
and (U,,X)-(po,qo),
then
&f)( U,X) may be expressedin terms of (pa, qo). Indeed, by (lo),

(C.8)

+ w)(Po*,q;)

+ H’(P).

Thus
c^(X,p) = 4?A(u*,x*)

for some (U*,X*) E 3’ with (U$,X*)-(p$,q$).
The fact that Ua
is binary and (U*, X*) E ‘? implies that (U*, X*) E 3,. Hence we
have
P(A) =sup (c^(A,p)jO<p < l}
=sup {max {~A(U,X)~(U,X)E~b,PIX=l]=p}~O<p~l}
=sup {~A(U,X)I(U,X)E$J
completing the proof of Theorem 3.

where
W)(a)

e (-A,

-X,)A,(a)+(

l&(a).

-A*-

Note that \E!$((Y) is continuous in (Y. Since the entropies of the
channel outputs depend only on the input probability distribution, @f)(U,X) is a function of p=PIX=l]=C.~qo(l~u)po(u).
W e shall denote these facts by writing &fi)(po,qo) and &f)(p) for
&‘p)(U,X) and &p)( U, X), respectively.
W e now reconsider ?(A). Observe that
?(X)=sup {c^(X,p)lO<p<

c^(X,p) k sup {&,(u,x)](u,x)E3,P[X=l]=p}.

For 0 <p < 1, let Fp denote the collection of distributions (po,qo)
such that

4X,p)=max

{hZ(Ul;

Yd+h2Z(U2; Y2)J(U,X, Y)E9b%
P[X= l]=p}.

The fact that c&p) > R,%.max(hi, A,) may be proven by considering test channels (U,X) E 5’b such that either U, EX or U, rX
and P[X= l]=p. To prove the reverse inequality, note that it
suffices to consider the case X=(1,1) since
I

(C.9)

P= ~Po(u)qo(W

2

W e will prove Proposition 2 of Section III. Using (4) and (23),
we note here for convenience that

1)

where

D

&'PENDIX
PROOFOFF'ROPOSITION

<c((l,

O<p<l,XE@.

l),~) max (M2),

Hence all we need to show is that if (U,X, Y) E TbX
P[X= l]=p, then

Then using (C.3), Lemma 3, and (C.8),

and

c^(kP)

=po’4JF [sup {Qi)(~~X)I(U>X)&
’
P

(Uo~X)-(Po>qo)}

+ e?( PO>qo)] + W ’(P)

=
(C. 10)

+&P’(p).

Let

I( I/,; Y,)+Z(

+ @(a),

O<a&l.

Since q,(a) is continuous in (Y, the mapping t+(t,\kA(t)) is
also continuous and defines a compact arc r in Iw* as t ranges
over the compact set [0, 11. Given any distribution (po,qo), we
have

Y,)+Z(U,;

Y2)

=h($)-xh(&)+h(y)-l+q

l-h(q)],

(D.1) may be rewritten as
I

G max Lf(~,p),f(~,

l)],

for 0 GP GX G 1.

(D.2)

W e will now prove that
f(P,X)

and any point of co I? may be expressedin this way. Therefore,
the supremum, let us say M, of the bracketed term in (C.10) over
(po,qo) E Fp is the supremum of y such that (p,y) ECO r. Since
co r is closed, (p, M) E co I?. Clearly any point of co r can be
expressedas the convex combination of,two points of r so that

(D.1)

Recall that (U,X) E ‘??bimplies that either X E U, A U2 or X E
U,V U2. Suppose that P[ U, = 1]= x. Then in order that P[X= 1]
=p, it is necessary that p <x < 1 and P[U,=l]=px-‘.
Note
that when x=p, Z(U,; Y,)= Z(X; Y,), and when x= 1, Z(U,; YJ
= Z(X; Y,). Thus if we define
f(p,x)=Z(U,;

\k,( a) = *f)(a)

U2; Y2) G max (Z(X; Y,),Z(X, Y2)).

Gf(P,P),

for 0 c p < max (x, i), x G 1 (D.3)

and
for{<p<x<l.

(D.4)
Clearly (D.3) and (D.4) imply (D.2) so that establishing (D.3)
and (D.4) will complete the proof of the proposition.
f(P,X)

<f(P,

I),
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To prove (D.3) we will note that the function g,(p) A f(p,p) as a function of p, is concave on [O,min (x, f)] and
satisfies g,(O) =0 and g,(min (x, f)) > 0. It is easy to check that
g,(O)=g,(x)=O. It can be seen from the graph of g,(f) as a
function of x that g,(t) > 0, for i <x < 1 (we were unable to
prove this analytically). Finally, g,.(p) is concave in p since its
second derivative

f(p,x),

g:(P)=

-[x(1-2P+P*)+P*][P(l-p*)(2x-P)]-’

is negative for p E [0, min (x, +)I.
To prove (D.4) we note that, for x > $, the function
f,(p) “f(p, I)-f(p,x),
as a function,of p, is concave on [f,x]
and nonnegative at the endpoints. It turns out that t,.(t)=g,($),
which as noted in the preceding paragraph, we have found to be
positive. One finds that
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U. can be chosen to be binary, still applies. The special form of

(U,X) E 3& then insures that s
(U,X) satisfying (26).

can be chosen using only

When 3’ is replaced by 86 in Lemma 3, the inequalities
a < b < c are proven as before. However, the proof of c <a must
be modified. The essential change is that the test charnels
(V;, V,U,X”) should now be chosen so that either V;=X”
or
VT-X”.
In fact, by the proposition, this can be done so that
equality still holds in (C.5) (see (C.3)). The construction of the
variables (U/,X'), starting with the (V”,X’) chosen here, can
then be modified so that (U’,X’) E ‘??ibreplaces the condition
(U',X') E 9’. The construction, as before, implies that c <a,
completing the proof of Lemma 3 with 3 replaced by 3,.
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